
• How does it differ from a hike in the woods?

• Why is it good for us?

• What does it look like in practice?

• Resources to learn more.
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 Forest Therapy

 Nature Therapy

 Shinrin-yoku…

 literal translation “Forest Bathing”
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 slow moving; pauses for reflection & integration

 terrain is typically unchallenging; distance not great

 gently structured & intentional

 focus is on sensory experience

 encourages interaction with forest by open-ended exercises

 cultivates mindfulness by experiencing familiar woodland 

environments in novel ways, from unfamiliar perspectives
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THE BODY

 One large tree can produce 5 lb oxygen each day9.

 Phytoncides can lower blood pressure by 5-7%4; body 

relaxes, immune system boosted8.

 Phytoncides pinosylvin in pines & terpinoids in cedars both 

stimulate respiration and act as mild sedatives1.

 After dedicated periods in woodlands: 40% increase in 

Natural Killer (NK) cells; a month later still elevated (7%) 1.

 Forest bathing correlated with higher Heart Rate Variability 

(parasympathetic-dominant maintenance mode) 7.
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THE MIND

 Nature is restorative because it frees up the top-down 

part of your brain in a way that allows it to recover1.

 By giving attention to your senses, you turn down the 

volume on the cacophony of inner thoughts7.

Woodlands provide natural patterns based on fractals1.

 Nature might be boosting our moods by quieting some 

brain circuitry governing self-wallowing2.

 Awe helps us focus attention on the present moment and 

potentially helps expand our perception of time1.
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THE SOUL

 Correlated with reduced incidence or severity of 

depression, anxiety, and other mood disorders2.

 Deeper sense of mental relaxation2.

 Increased feelings of gratitude, selflessness & wonder2.

 Compared to urban walk, forest walk: 12% decrease in 

cortisol (the “stress” hormone) levels, 7% decrease in 

sympathetic nerve activity5.

 People more likely to recognize happiness, slower to 

recognize negative emotions, after viewing nature scenes3.
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 Orientation

 Crossing “Threshold of Connection”

 Series of “Invitations” followed by reflection,  

whether personal or shared

 Tea Ceremony

 Crossing “Threshold of Incorporation”
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 The Nature Fix: Why nature makes us happier, healthier and 

more creative. By Florence Williams (2017)

 Call of the Forest: The forgotten wisdom of trees.          

Featuring Diana Beresford-Kroeger (2017) calloftheforest.ca

 The Joy of Forest Bathing: Reconnect with wild places & 

rejuvenate your life. By Melanie Choukas-Bradley (2018)

 Description & pictures from an introductory-level forest 

bathing walk:   soultrail.ca
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